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Abstract. A peneralircd parentbeG+ language (gpl. for short) ia a cfl which roughly speaking 
shws the nesGng property explicitly by using some terminal symbols as parentheses. In other 
words, it abs,tracts the hlocl structure prevalent in modern programming languages. In this paper 
we study properties of gpE’s in relation to regular sets and cfl’s, and solve some decision prol;lems 
mostly affirmatively. For example. we prove that the regularity problem for gpl’s k decidable, 
any’ zwre !YY nerally that one can find for a given gpl a minimal set of parentheses that czn rxpress 
the r ;‘\ting property of the languagc~. 
1. Introduction 
A parenthesis grammar a\ defined by McNaughton [7] is a context-free grammar 
G = (N. K. P. S) such that the terminal alphabet K contains a pair of parentheses. 
sity ( and ). and the production rules are of the form 
v here ~4 is a nonterminal symbol, and u is a word not containing the parentheses 
( and ). The equivalence problem for parenthesis grammars was proved to be 
decidable [ 71. 
A generalized parenthesis language is defined [9] by extending the concept of 
rarcnthesis languages so that it reflects the block structure prevalent in modern 
programming languages, while preserving the nice mathematical properties. 
Let I be an alphabet. We call i = I v i a set of parentheses when i = { iila is in I} 
i> ii bijcctive image of I and is disjoint from I. Let K be an alphabet that possibly 
inclucks a set of parwthcws f, and G = (N, K, P. S) be a context-free grammar (cfg, 
for short) such that the production rules in P are of the form 
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where A and B are in the nonterminal alphabet N, a is in I, 11 is a word over fV u K 
not containing symbols in 1 and h is in K - i (The symbol e stands for the empty 
word.) Then we call G a generalized parertthesis granmar over K with the paren- 
thesis part f (a (K, I) -gpg, for short), and the language generated thereby a generul- 
itecl parerzthesis lartguage over K with parenthesis part i (a (K, l)-gpl. for short 1. 
The class of gpg’s thus defined has a strong descriptive power, so that thereby 
one can describe major part of the syntax of modern programming languages such 
as AIX;W. 60 [rS]. On the other hand, it preserves nice mathematical features. For 
example, via an isomorphism established between gpl’s and the rccognizablc hcth 
of binary trees, one can easily solve the equivalence problem of (K, I) -gpg’s, and 
also prove their various closure properties [9. IO]. Greibach and Friedman [-t] have 
shown that the gpl‘s are ‘superdeterministic languages. Consequently we know that 
( 1) a gpl is a deterministic cfl, 
(2) it is decidable for an arbitrary dpda 31 and :I gpg G whether or not I_( k!) - 
I,( ci ). 
III the remainder of this Ircction we will give sonic prcliniinarics. In Section 2 we 
study the reiation between regular sets and gpl‘s. We give a direct proof that the 
regularity problem for gpl’s is decidable. We also show that for a given regular set 
I_ over K and a set f of parentheses in K. one can dccidc \\ hethcr L is ;I f K. 1 I-gpl 
or not. 
III Section 3 wt‘ apply these results to the study of parcnthcsk parts of ppl‘s. WC 
prove that for 3 given UC, I )-gpg (‘; and ;I subset I’ of I it is decidable \vhether 
L(G) is a (K, I’kgpl or not. Thus WC can minimize the parenthesis part of a given 
gpl. (If the minimized parenthesis part is empty. then the ppl i\ regular. and vice 
vt,‘I’s;1.) 
In Section 3, the relation between ppl‘s and context-free languages (d’s, for 
short) is studied. We give a char~lcteriz;Ition of ctl’s and of ppl‘s, both in terms of 
the universal gpl‘s (see below), regular sets, and length preserving homomorphisms. 
We alljo give a negative answer to the decision problem for whether ;I given cfp 
generzltes a gpl or not, which is in contrast with the result by Knuth [h] for parcnthesih 
languages. 
Let i= {(r 1 il is in I) ;~nd i = I L! 1 c K, ;\s ;tibov~~. C’on+icr ;t ( K. I I-gpg with OIIIL 
I-lllt.3 of the fw11 
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Consider the (K. I j -gpg C; = t(S). K, P, S} such that 
P = {S + aSt7S. S + hS. S + 4 ) a is in I. b is in K - i}. 
Any (k’. I )-gpl is included in the gpl generated by G. We call the language L(G) 
the micersul (K, lb@. and denote it by D(K, I ). In case of K = f, the language 
D!lZ) equals the By~k set D(f) over I: If I = 8, then D(K, H) = K”. In general, 
n( k’. 1) is equal to shufiIe( D( I). .I*). the shuffle product of D(I) and J”, where 
J=&-j. 
For exh element w in D( K. I ). the nonnegative integer depth,i W) is defined 
recursively a!; follows: 
depth,(p) = 0. 
dcpth,(crlriil.)=m~~s(l -tdcpth,(w.depth,f c,}. 
dcplh,Ihllr)=depth,(rr). 
\\hcrc LZ is in 1. h k in h’ - f. and 14 itnd c are in LXK, 1). For dny language ,!. in 
D( K. I). u’t’ define 
ctepth,(l)=~~lF)(depth,( ~-11 w is in L}. 
\vhich r7lity or may nnt be finite. 
For any word M’ in K *. NY deiil., ,rduce, ( w) to be the word obtained from w 
Ii cnAng all suhwnr-ds of w in D(K. I). In other Mords, reduce,( WI is the word 
(I,Oz.. . a,, of minim;ll Icngth such that ~,,a, ~1~ cJ2 . . . LJ,,II,, = w for some tic,, uI, . . . , I(,, 
in I)( K. I I. Then ;I \lp(brd 1~ is ;i prefb (suflix or sutxvord, respectively) of a word 
in L)( K. I) if ;md o~:ly if reduw,( w) i> in I* ( r* or T*I*). 
For ;rny \vw-d w in IA K. I) m’t‘ rlcfinc the word wrfaw, ( :vl in t K - iI* as follo~vs: 
If 
It’= lf,,fl, L‘,~~~l~,i~~L‘$2~li~ . . . U,,t’,,lJ,,U,{ 
for some PI YY- (AU,,. . . . , II,, in (k’ - f)“. (I,. . . . . a,, in I. and L’,, . . . , r,, in 13( K. I), then 
surface, ( w b = u,,u, . . . II,,. 
Fclr ii I~lll~l~i~~~ 1. in I)( K. I). NV LiClillC 
surface,{ I_ I = (s,urFxc, ( w! j w is in A). 
i*lld ;llWl 
wh~orrl,~ 1. b = (1’ in I)( K. 1 ) 1 ~fru’ is in I. for snmc II. M’}. 
\\‘c mu! qtpprcss tnl: sukript I in thc\c notatiorx uhen it is clear from the context. 
Finally. ftlr any cfg G = (lV. K, P. S) and any nonterminal A in N we write 
1_(6;..-\)={ls,I~~isinli’“and,~~~, W} 
\ihere 3?, is the Il\Ui:l nokrtion of derivation in G. 
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2. Regular sets and geueralized parenthesis languages 
It has been proved [ 101 that the class of (K, I)-gpl’s is closed under intersection 
with regular sets. Therefore, any regular set included in D(K, I) is a (K, I)-gpl. In 
this section we study properties of these regular sets, and give positive answers to 
some decision p-ohlems for gpl’s. 
Theorem 2.1. If L is a regular set included in D(K, I), therl depth(L) is finite. 
PWDf. Take a regular canonical system [3] G = (K, Q, R) to generate the set L. 
(In the system Ci, K is an alphabet, Q is a finite set of ‘axioms’ in K *, and R is a 
finite set of ‘tail replacement rules’ in K * X K *. The smallest set X in K* such that 
(1) O&X, and 
(2) if (v, z) is in R and xy is in X, then xz is in X 
ic said to be the I;tnguage generated by G. In [3] it is proved that a language is 
regular if and only if it is generated by a regular canonical system. Moreover, the 
construction of a regular canonical system to generate a given regular set is eflective, 
and the \ame is true for the converse. Now, since L is included in D( K, I), SO is 
the set 0 of axioms. Assuming without loss of generality that R has no useless 
rules, we also know that for each (y_ z) in R, y and z are suffixes of words in 
D(K, I ) satisfying reduce( v) = rcduce( z). Then it can be readily see11 that 
.,,,x(dcpth(O),depth{a,,. . . u2aIz((y. z) in K, reducetz)=~,&. . . 6,)) 
i\ m upper bound for depth{ L). 
Theorem 2.2. If L is a ( K, I) -gpl crrzd depth(L) is jkite, therz L is regular. 
Proof. Let G = (Iv, K. P, S) he a gpg generating L. WC prove the theorem by 
induct ion on dept h( L 1. 
If depth(L) = 0, then G is ;t right-linear grammiu, i.e., 
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Then, the language L is obtained from L(G’) by substituting aL( G, B)ti for each 
CUB&J. But in this cast:, depth(l(G, B)) ..z depth(l), and by inductive hypothesis 
L(G, B) is regular. Therefore L is regular. 
Corollary 2.3. For a language L in D( K, I) the following conditions are equivalent: 
( 1) L is a regular set. 
(2) L is a (K, I)-gpl, and depth(L) is finite. 
(3) t i> dained from subsets of K - f by a finite number of applications of regular 
operations LI , l . *, and bradcting by symbols in 1 (i.e., aXti for X, where a is in I). 
Proof. (1) implies (2) by Theorem 2.1 and the fact that the class of gpl’s is 
(effectively) closed under intersection with regular set5 [ lO]. The proof of Theorem 
2.2 shows that (2) implies both ( 1) and (3). That (3) impiies ( 1) is obvious. 
In the next two theorems. we discuss the regularity problem for gpl’~. and its 
converse (that i:;, the S,spl-ness’ problem for regular sets). 
Theorem 2‘4. For a git:en regular expression E ocer K and a set of parentheses i in 
K, one t*arl decide whether the regular set 1 cierzoted by E is a t K, I)-gpl. 
Proof. Take a regular canonical system G = (K, 0. H ) (without useless rules) gcn- 
crating the regular set I.. Then L is in D( K, I) if and only if 
( 1) Q E D( K, I), and 
(2) for each (y, z) in R, reduce(y) = reduce(z) E r*. 
Therefore. by inspection of the finite sets Q and R, one can tell whether L i5 in 
D(k’, IL which is equivalent to tell whether L is a (K, I)-gpl or not. 
We note that tile result by C?reiharh arud Friedman [4] together with Corollary 
2.3 provide another proof of this theorem. Indeed, one can decide for any cfg G 
whether or not L(G) C_ D(K, I) by [4] (by an algorithm which is more complicated 
than above). Note, however, that, in general, L(G) C_ D(K, I) does not imply the 
gpl-ness of the language L( G ). The gpl-ness problem for cfg’s will be shown to be 
undecidable in Section 4. 
Note that any regular set in K* is a (K, c/lj-gpl. Therefore. it is important to 
hpccifq- the parenthesis part f in Theorem 2.4. From the theorem, for a given regl;lar 
set L in K*, we can effectively list up all the paired subalphabets i of K such that 
1. is ;i (K, I)-gpl. 
The converse decision problem “whether a given gpg generates a regular set or 
not ‘.. is known to be decidable, since any gpl is a deterministic cfl [4, 1 11. Here WC’ 
give a direct proof of it, which will give an easy decision procedure for the regularity 
problem of gpg’s. 
Theorem 2.5. Whether N @en gpg gerrerates a regular set or not is decidable. 
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Proof. We prove that, for a gpg G = (IV, K, P, S), L( G-1 is regular if and only if G 
has no self-embedding derivations 
A aFi sAt (s, tin K*-(e), A in N). 
The ‘if part’ is clear from the general theorem; a cfg which has no self-embedding 
derivations is regular. For the converse. note that if there exists such a derivation, 
then st belongs to D( K, I) with reduce( si and reduce(t) being nonempty. Therefore, 
we readily see that depth(l( G)) is infinite, and L(G) is not regular by Theorem 
2.1. For any cfg whether it has a self-embedding derivation or not is decidable. 
3. On minimization of the parenthesis part 
The regularity problem for gpg’s (Theorem 2.5) is nothing but to ask whether a 
given gpg is cyuivalent to a (K, Wgpg. In this section we consider a more general 
prrJblem; the minimization of the parenthesis part of a given gpg. 
First, we will explain the problem by an example. Consider the language 1.. = 
{!Llh)“( CL/)” 1 H 2 0). Then surely L is a (K, I) -gpl for K = I= {a, h, c, d) where d = ii 
and L’ = fi But, f. is also a (K, I,)-gpl ( i = 1 - 4) where i, - f4 are given as follows: 
j’, = {a, n ( = ti)}, f:={n.c( =r7)}, 
i,={h,c(=6)), jJ={b,d( =6,}. 
Among these l’s. i, and & arc (minimal) subsets i’ of i such that L is a (K, l’bgpl. 
The problem to minimize the parenthesis nart of a gl ,XY~ (K, 1) -gpg G is essentially - 
the prol~lc~~~ to SW Lvilether i(G) is *:I (K, I’)-gpl or not for a given I’ c I. In this 
\t’cti(ln ~5.c give an t’ffcctive procedure answering the problem. We also gi\le an 
ctktivc procedure to maximize the parenthesis part of gpg’s. 
A* First we note ;I property of the mapping surface, : fl( K, I) -+ (K - I) . 
Theorem 3.1. lf’ P, is a (K, I I-gpl, the/l surf‘rce, (L) is CI ragdar set OLW K - f 
Proof. Assume I_ is generated by the ( K. I)-gpg G = (N, K. P, S). We construct a 
right-linear gramrn:lr (7 = (Iv, K - L P’. S) where the rules in P’ are the same as 
tho\c in P except that the substrings of the form aHCi in the rules WC erased, i.e., 
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statement is not true. (For a counter-example, consider 
{a, b} and I’ = {a}. Then surface&) = {e} is regular, but 
However, we can prove the following. 
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L={ab”&+~O}, I= 
L is not an (1, I’)-gpl.) 
Theorem 3.2. Let G = (IV, K, P, S) be a (K, I)-gpg and I’ E I. If surface,( L(G, A)) 
is regular for every A in N, then every L( G, A) is a (K, I’) -gpl. 
Proof. We cl)nstruct a grammar-like system G’ = (N’, K, P’, S’) as follows (G’ is 
a gpg except that it has an infinite number of nonterminals and production rules): 
N’={[A,$i,A, . . . ti,,A,]IA,,, A,, . . . )A, are in N, ti,, . . . , iin 
alhe in I - I’, and n 3 0}, 
S’ = [SJ, 
I” =([Au]+ II[B]~[CM]I A -+ nB&’ is in P, a is in 
I’, u is in ((I - I’)N)*} 
u {[Au] -+ a[l3X~] IA-_, aBX’ is in P, a is in 
I--I’,and zdisin( I-I’)N)*} 
u {[/‘kJ-+ b[Bu]IA + bl‘ is in P, II is in ((I - I’)N)*) 
_- 
v (lA5Buj-t d[ Bull A e is in I’, R is in N, II is in (4 I - i’)lV)*) 
~~{~A]-+eIA-+eisinP}, 
.-- 
where I - I’ = (6 1 u is in I - I’}. 
We extend notations for cfg’s such as +$, L(G) and L(G, A) to the grammar-like 
system G’. Then clearly L(G’, [A]) = L(G, A) holds for each A. Let G” be the 
system which is obtained from G’ by erasing the substrings a[I3]ti in the production 
rules (as in the proof of Theorem 3.1). Then, for every A, surfact+ L( G, A)) can 
bc generated from [A] by G”. Note that depth , JsurfacelO( L( G, A))) is finite for 
every A by the remark after Theorem 3.1, and hence the set of nonterminals used 
in derivations in G’ is also finite. Therefore, L( (3, A) is a (K, I’>-gpl for every 
nonterminal A. 
Theorem 3.3. Lef L be n (K, I) -gpl and I’ c I. Thert L is _‘ W, 1 ‘j-g@ if md fl~l) 
ifsurf~ce,,(subwc)l-dI( 1.)) isregular (ix., depth, ,.(surfave,,;~ubwordl(L))) isfinite). 
Proof. ‘Ody if’ part. Let G = (IV, K, P, S) be a (K, I’)-gpg (in standard form) 
generating I., and let L,,111 =( w 1 A ==$; wB in G} for every nonterminal symbols A 
and B. Since L c D(K, I), if LA,] n D(K, I) # ti, then Lnrj z D(K, I). Note kit: 
subword, L) = u{ L,JA, B are in N}, 
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since G is in standard form. On the other hand, 
subword, =subwordll(L) n D(K, I) = Cj{LA~JIL,lfj c D(K, I)}. 
Therefore, subword, (L) is a (K, I’) -gpl and surface,,(subwordl (L)) is regular from 
Theorem 3.1. 
‘If’ part. Let G = (Iv, K, P, S) be a (K, I)-gpl which generates the language L. 
Sirxe L( G, A) g subwordl(L) for every A and depth,-,(surface,l(subword,(L))) 
is firiite, depth l Jsurface,,(L( G, A))) is finite for every A. Hence L is a (K, I’)-gpl 
by Theorem 3.2. 
Corollary 3.4. Let G be a (K, I) -gpg nod I’ E I. TIjen it is decidable whether L(G) 
is n t K. I’)-gpl or not. If the answer is aj‘firnzative, orle can effectively obtain a 
( hi, I’)-gpg G’ generating the langmge L(G). 
Proof. Let L = surf~~cc,,(subwc,rdl(,L(Ci))). Then a W, I _- I’)-gpg generating L can 
k ctkcltivc!y obtained. and to know whether L is regu!ar or not one can apply 
‘I”hcorcm 2.5. Note that depth I ,kurf;lceJ L( G. A))) is at most depth, ,,( L) for 
each A. Hence, if L is regular, one can follow the construction in the proof of 
Theorem 3.2 to obtain G’. 
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that the nonterminal alphabets NB’s are mutually disjoint, we construct the (K, I’)- 
gpg G’ = (N’, K, P’, S) where N’ equals U,, I, NH and P’ is obtained from UrJ,_ )f P,, 
by replacing each symbol [aBd] in K” by the string aBa’. Then we have L( G’) = L( G). 
By Corollary 3.4 and Theorem 3.5, for a given (K, I)-gpg G we can list up all 
restrictions and expansions 1’ of I such that L(G) is a (K, I’) -gpl. In particular, 
we can obtain all minimal parenthesis parts for a given (K, I)-gpg G, i.e., all minimal 
subsets I’ of I such that L(G) is a (K, I’)-gpl. 
It is interesting to note that a gpl may have no ‘minimum’ nor ‘maximum’ 
parenthesis part. For instance, consider the five possible parenthesis parts of the 
language given in the beginning of this section. Among them, f1 - fJ are minimal, 
while 112, ij and i are maximal. But none of them is the minimum, nor the maximum. 
At present we do not know any algorithm to get all possible parenthesis parts of a 
given gpl. 
Another interesting fact about the parenthesis parts is that there exists a sequence 
of (K, r,)-gp&‘s G, (1;= 1,2,. . . , n) such that (1) they generate a Same language, (2) 
each t is either a restriction or an expansion of I?.-, (i = 2,3,. . . , rz), and (3) the 
pairing of !‘1 and that of f,, are ‘inconsistent’ (i.e., for some a, a’ in i, differs from 
ti in il,,). For example, the following are possible parenthesis parts of the language 
L=((a,a,a,)‘(blb,l,,)‘Ii~O); 
f4 =(a,, b,( = &), a,, h,( = ii,)}, 
& ={a,, h,( = a,)}. 
where i, and f5 are ‘inconsistent’. 
4. Context-free languages and generalized parenthesis languages 
In this section we prove that a language L is a cfl (or gpl, respectively) if and 
only if L = /I( D( K, I) n R ) for a regular set R and a length (pair) preserving 
homomorphism 11. We also prove that it is undecidable whether a given cfl is a gpl 
or not. 
Let K and K’ be alphabets. A homomorphism h : K* -+ h’ ‘* is called le+$j 
pw.wrcirlF: (or strlctl), alphabetic) if tt( K ) c K ‘. A homomorphism h : ( f u .I I* -+ 
(?uJ’)” is said to be pair preserving if h(l)c I’, Iz(J)c_d and tz(ti)=tli,a) for 
every a in I. 
Theorem 4.1. A Inngltage I_ is a (K, I) -gpl if and only if L = 17 ( Zl( K ‘. I’ ) II R ) for 
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a universal gpl D(K ‘, I’), a pair preserving homomorphism h : K ‘* + K *, and a 
regular set R over K’. 
Proof. ‘If’ part. The class of gpl’s is closed under intersection with regular sets, and 
pair preserving homomorphisms [lo]. Therefore h( D( K ‘, I’) A R) is a gpl. 
‘Only if’ part. Assume G = (N, K, P, S) is a (K, I)-gpg to generate L. Let I’ = 
I X N and J = K - 1 We construct the regular grammar G’ = (ZV, K’, P’, S) where 
K’ = 1’ LJ J, and 
u (‘4 + (a, C)B, A’ -j (a, C>C 1 A -+ aBtiC in P and A’ + e in P}. 
Define the pair preserving homomorphism !I : K’* -+ K * as follows. Fl ((a, C)) = a 
for every (a, C} in I’, and W) 2 h for every h in J. Then we can show that 
A +F; WA’ if and only if A +y;+ VA’ and h(v)= w for some y in D(K’,I’), by 
induction on the number of parentheses in w. Hence, L = /I( D(K’, I’) n L(G’)). 
Theorem 4.2. A language L is u cfI if and only if L = h( L’) for some (K, I) -gpl L’ 
crrrd u length prcsercing homomophism h. 
1 
Note that this corollary is different from the Chonlsky-SchiitzeIlt~erger theorem 
in that tht homomorphism 11 is length preserving. Masai also proved this corollaly 
by a ditrcrent approach [S]. 
Next \Si’ 5h.oz* an undtxxi;tbilit\: result co~~cc~-~~cd with the gpl, that is, the gpl-ness d 
problem of cR’s. Note that for a given cfg G over K whether G generates a (EC, Wgpl 
or not is ~21 known to be undecidable. Therefore, here we mean by the gpl-ness 
problem the problem whetkr the @zn language is ;I gpl with ‘some’ parcnthcsis 
p;irt. 
Proof. We provs the theortm by reducing the regularity problem of cfl’s to the 
gpl-nc\s problt III of ctl’\. Lt>t I_ be a cfl over an alphabet, say (h, c}. We define a 
homornc)rphkrr Ir by Ir( h I = mu’ md 11 i c 1 = II~CI ‘d. Then clcar-ly 1, is regular if and 
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only if h(L) is regular. Let K ={a, a’}. Note that h(L) is in D(K, I) if and only if 
i=O or i=K with a’ = ii. In either case, depth, (h(L)) is finite, and so ]I( L) is 
regular if and only if h(L) is a (K, I) -gpl. Thus a cfl L is regular if and only if the 
cfl h(L) is a gpl. 
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